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WELCOME to HYDERTALES

     Editors                                                          Shreya Karnati
                           Hannah Small
              
    Contributors                          Angelica R. Johnson
             Benjamin James Foster
                        Bridget West
               Gary Lau
             Daniela Duron
                                      Lynzi Hammett
                         Anecia Evans
                Suzette Escamilla Morales

    
    Cover Photo of Anecia Evans at Quli Qutub Shahi Tombs by Angelica R. Johnson

In the first issue of the Spring 2017 semester, we wanted 
to focus on the transition to India, from our journey here 
and our first impressions of India to adjusting in this new 
country. We hope you enjoy reading it!

- Shreya and Hannah
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The Students

              Suzette Escamilla Morales
             School: Hastings College
             Major: Economics and
             Political Science
             #HairGoals #ModelStatus

Daniela Duron Garcia
School: Georgetown University
Major: Mathematics
“I’m the nice girl and I like it 
that way.”

James Foster
School: Susquehanna University
Major: Economics and 
Political Science
“This place rocks!
LOL - do you get it?”

Bridget West
School: Emory University
Major: Anthropology
*does a triple back flip and blows 
the minds of all of the dollukunitha 
performers*

        Gary Lau
        School: University of Washington-
        Seattle Campus
        Major: Political Science
        “No tea, no shade. Draaaaaggg her.”

Angelica Johnson (Angel)
School: Howard University
Major: English
“I’m screaming.”

Anecia Evans
School: Spelman College
Major: Political Science 
with a focus on Development
“I knowwww, right?? 
Girl, I was thinking the 
same thing.”

   Lynzi Hammett
   School: Wofford College
   Major: Mathematics
   “Guys, there’s actually a 
really    cool math proof about this.”

              Hannah Small
              School: University of Richmond
              Major: Biology with a 
              concentration in Neuroscience
              “Is there chai? 
               Raju, can I have some chai?”

Xu Sun (Oscar)
School: Emory University
Major: Film Studies
“Where’s Oscar?”

    Shreya Karnati
    School: Mount Holyoke College
    Major: South Asian Studies
    #You’llNeverCatchHerInFlats
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Leaving on A Jet Plane
by James Foster

excerpts from

10:00 AM, 12/26/16.
Christmas has just passed and the Southern US is warm for this time of year. I’m 
sleep-deprived and anxious about picking up the last of my necessary supplies and 
keeping my backpack under the maximum weight limit for my short flight from 
Mobile, AL to Atlanta. I’m sitting in a Waffle House with my parents, eating beef (un-
known to me, my last time for months) and all the worries about the next 5 months 
of my life are bubbling to the front of my mind. “Will I understand the accents? Will 
my classes be harder than I’m used to? Will my host family be nice? Why didn’t I go 

2:30 PM.
I’m sitting on the plane, looking out over a gray, cloudy Atlanta day- wishing that the 
clouds would go away and the turbulence would end (I didn’t know then those would 
be the last clouds I would see for months).

Hopping the pond to Paris- rocketing from a foggy southern afternoon to the open 
ocean of the Atlantic- bad turbulence keeping me from sleeping soundly, but Air 
France’s fantastic service of an excellent French dinner and free champagne some-
where over Nova Scotia keeping my spirits high.

7:00 AM, 12/27/16.
My flight to Mumbai was my first glimpse of India. Flying India’s #3 best airline ‘Jet Airways’- I couldn’t help but 
laugh when I stepped on the plane. From Santa stickers on the overhead bins, soft Indian-patterned blankets, and 
a plane that would’ve looked dated in 1980’s Airplane!, my flight across Kazakhstan, Iran, and the Arabia Sea was 
peppered with Chicken Biryani, Daal, Curd, Laddu, and many other foods I would come to know and love (or hate). 
Though Jet Airways may have a lack of experienced airline attendants and planes that work properly- they serve a 
truly Indian amount of food, and their movie selection is excellent. I watched a French film on a whim called ‘Dans le 
Foret de Sibirie’ that has become one of my favorite movies of all time.
Jet Airways rating: 6/10

Midnight, 12/28/16.
A bumpy landing finally ends the sleepless flight to Mumbai. The strain of 
an 11-hour time difference on a person running on 4 hours of sleep makes 
the remainder of this adventure begin to feel a bit ethereal. I navigate my way 
through the crowded catacombs of Mumbai International Airport (MIA), 
through immigration, baggage claim, customs, and back to a check in count-
er for Jet Airways. I still have no idea who my host family is, where they live, 
or how I’m going to get to Hyderabad in the first place. After a long argu-
ment with the Jet Airways representative at the sleepy check in counter over 
my flight details- I finally realized the first hurdle of my journey across the 
world. Jet Airways overbooked my 6 AM flight to Hyderabad, and could only 
offer me a seat on a 3 PM flight. That’s 14 and a half hours away.
Welcome to India.  
Jet Airways rating: 4/10



54:30 AM.
After an hour of walking around I finally have gotten rough bearings of this massive structure and have settled down 
into a quiet couch in the corner behind the Emirates first-class check-in counter next to a quiet old white couple. 
As I plugged my phone in to charge and began to close my eyes, the old man asked me for the time. “About 5:15” I 
said. “Our flight leaves at 6, and I still have half this sandwich- do you want the rest?” My light snack around 2:30 
AM hadn’t stuck with me as well as I would’ve liked, so I took him up on the sandwich and quickly got caught up in 
conversation with Rick, joined by his wife Sheila when she returned with chai for all of us from the stand across the 
atrium. Retirees from Seattle, WA, Rick and Sheila are on their 12th trip to India to visit an ashram (yogic hermitage) 
in Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala for 2 months. They told me a lot about Indian spirituality and the rediscovery of their 
youth through yoga. One last word of wisdom Rick gave to me before they boarded their flight and left me to sleep: 
“India is the most complex place in the world. It has more history and culture in one city than the entire United States. 
If you think you’ve seen everything it has to offer, go 5km in a new direction and ask yourself again.”

2:30 PM.
After a light lunch and a sponge bath in the washroom, I was feeling ready, alert, and caffeinated- and ready to finally 
get to my new home city. Passing through security like a breeze, I arrived at the gate to find it quiet and empty with 
blank screens. Uncharacteristic for an airport with hundreds at every gate and constant assaults of light and noise, I 
immediately started to worry. I ran back through security to find 3 separate Jet Airways representatives that were clue-
less about my problem. According to the overhead screens, my flight was leaving from that gate at 03:05 and boarding 
should’ve already started. I eventually found a knowledgeable representative that informed me that I was booked on 
a 3 AM flight- and that my clueless, American, 12-hour clock, sleep-deprived self had read the time as 3 PM. After 
waiting in line for another hour and paying a missed flight fee- I was finally booked on a 5:15 PM flight to Hyderabad. 
2 more hours in MIA.
Yay.
Jet Airways rating: 2/10.

7:15 PM.
Night is falling over hazy south Indian skies, and the pilot just put on the fasten seat belt light, so today’s entry must 
come to a close. But what a couple days this was! Colorful characters from all around the globe, overcoming my first 
big hurdle, and an unplanned. but unforgettable stay at Mumbai International.

Disclaimer: James made it 
to Hyderabad safely. 
In this picture, he is enjoy-
ing the view of Hyderabad 
from Golconda Fort.

Check out more of James 
blog at 
https://hydertales.wordpress.
com/
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Why it’s my Favorite: The roof is clean and cool! 
There are plenty of places to hang your straps, and the 
artwork is beautiful.
Good for When: Go to the roof when you need to 
study or to nap. There’s plenty of shade, and it’s always 
calm and quiet.
Pro-tip: For longer straps, hang diagonally – for 
shorter straps, hang parallel to the ledge!

Why it’s my Favorite: Mix of shade and sun gives the 
ideal temperature for a late afternoon siesta- and the 
many clustered trees give many spots for you to hang 
with your friends!
Good for When: You’re sick of being inside Tagore but 
don’t want to go to all the effort of actually leaving the 
gate. 
Pro-tip: Bring a friend with lots of money. You never 
know when that will come in handy. 

Just Hanging Around: 
6 Best Hammock 

Spots at HCU
Lazy afternoons are one of the best parts about India. Your afternoon class 
ends, you have a few hours before yoga… what could be better than a re-

laxing nap hanging from a few trees? In the pursuit of quality investigative 
journalism, we have compiled a list of the six best places to hang your 

hammock on campus, complete 
with a few pro-tips.

by James Foster and Lynzi Hammett

Lynzi’s Favorite: Roof of Tagore

James’ Favorite: Tagore Trees
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Good for When: You want to get out of the afternoon heat 
and do some extracurricular yoga practice, there’s no better 
place than the sturdy metal poles of the SIP Building Bike 
Shed!
Pro-tip: Watch for the roving packs of vicious puppies that 
live in front of the SIP Building. They will mercilessly slaugh-
ter your snacks while you sleep comfortably only a few feet 
away. 

The SIP Building Bike Shed

Inside the SIP Building

Good for When: Hanging in the SIP building is always a 
good idea. When you have a few minutes between class, 
there’s nothing better than chilling in the courtyard.
Pro-tip: Bring all of your friends and hang all the way 
around – you can hang 12 hammocks single-stacked!

Good for When: You really want some fresh, hot corn but 
also want a nap, the South Campus ShopCom signs in front 
of the Cornwala gives you the best of both worlds. Only 15 
RS a cob!
Pro-tip: Buy corn for the crowds that will soon gather 
around to stare at you! You’ll make new friends and block 
regular traffic patterns! It’s a win-win. 

By the South Campus Corn Vendor

Good for When: Hang here if you have FOMO – you’ll 
see all of your friends leave, so you’ll never miss out 
on their plans!
Pro-tip: To avoid being perpetually laughed at by all 
the guards, save this spot for nighttime hanging.

Entryway to Tagore
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Hyderabad Sights

Above, from left to right: Qutub Shahi Tombs, Overlooking Golconda Fort, The Great Mosque at Qutb Shahi Tombs
Below: Golconda Fort in late afternoon, Photos by Suzette Escamilla Morales

Exploring the City of Pearls

Left: 
Pigeons 
take flight 
over Qutb 
Shahi 
Tombs

Above: Charminar restorations,  Photos by Anjel Johnson

Left: 
James at 
Shilpara-
mam
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          Woes    and   Wonders

I can’t believe we have been in India for a whole month already! I already find 
myself digging in my heels, resisting the passage of time. So, in an effort to 
dwell in the past and slow time down a little, I have compiled a list of the best 
and worst parts of India for us so far.  - Hannah

• Getting used to squatting toilets  
         (and accidentally dropping sun 
          glasses into them)
• James being phoneless for two  
         weeks because his phone was     
         stolen at a concert
• Inability of postal service to       
         deliver certain items (Angel’s all     
         important coffee maker)
• Bike issues in general
• Random men asking for selfies
• Rock hard beds in Tagore

• Wearing comfortable kurtas
• Adorable puppies greeting us                     
         everyday at the SIP building
• Recognizing one Hindi word on  
         one sign and feeling very capable
• Getting to visit amazing, ancient  
         sites on the weekend
• Auto-rickshaws
• The excitement of adorable        
         children asking for selfies
• Raju’s chai <3
• Fresh liquids: coconut water,          
         sugar cane juice, etc.
• The relaxing grassy space in the   
         middle of the SIP building
• Biryani
• All of the food
• Surprising comfort of the sleeper  
         trains
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No Girls Allowed: 
A Travel Diary

by Angel Johnson
The west coast 
feminist that I am, I 
have to continuously 
remind myself that I’m 
not at home. 
And although I fall more 
in love with
India every day, 
I have learned that 
home is in fact not 
where the heart is.

Photo by Anecia Evans

Relocating, albeit temporarily, to India has required a tremendous amount of 
socio-cultural acclimation on my part. In addition to the stresses of the spot-
light– i.e my status as a highly conspicuous foreigner….. I have also had to 
adjust to my new (read: uncomfortable) subjugated social position:

WOMAN.



11To be fair, Americans 
ascribe to- and are 
somewhat obsessed 
with- the gender binary. 
However, in India, the 
separation of genders 
applies to much more 
than bathrooms and 
baby clothes. Woman-
hood dictates where 
you sit on the bus, de-
mands a heightened 
level of physical modes-
ty, moderates interper-
sonal communication, 
and shortcuts your 
right to be out past a 
certain time.

“Never trust to general impressions, 
my boy, but concentrate yourself upon 

details.” – Arthur Conan Doyle

To be doubly fair, all of these 
expectations exist (on implicit 
and explicit levels) within the 
States as well. However, in the 
comfort of one’s own country, 
it is easier to pick which bat-
tles, expectations, and stan-
dards to accept and which ones 
to fight. The west coast feminist 
that I am, I have to continuous-
ly remind myself that I’m not 
at home. And although I fall 
more in love with India every 
day, I have learned that home 
is in fact not where the heart 
is. I am a guest in this vibrant, 
foreign, traditional land. And 
as such I must be on my best, 
most observant behavior.

“Do stuff. 
Be clenched, curious. 

Not waiting for inspiration’s 
shove or society’s kiss on your 

forehead. 
Pay attention. 

It’s all about paying attention. 
Attention is vitality. 

It connects you with others. It 
makes you eager. 

Stay eager.” 
– Susan Sontag

Photo by Anjel Johnson

Photo by Anecia Evans
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12I must learn to adapt 
to my environment 
while still maintaining 
my own sense of pride 
and individualism. In 
many ways, this so-
cial adjustment has 
been humbling. I have 
learned to differentiate 
between what I believe 
is objectively “right” 
and what is subjective-
ly normative. Once I 
realized my way was 
not the only right, holy, 
perfect, preferable, and 
[insert all remaining 
centralized, self-righ-
teous adjectives] way, 
I transcended my own 
biases and began to 
enjoy India more com-
pletely. I have a long 
way to go. To save 
time, I’ll admit defeat 
in advance. I don’t ever 
expect to understand 
India in its entirety- 
that would take a mil-
lion and one lifetimes. 
But for as long as I 
remain in this country, 
I will never stop trying.
                  ***

“On the mountains of 
truth you can never 
climb in vain: either you 
will reach a point higher 
up today, or you will be 
training your powers so 
that you will be able to 
climb higher tomorrow.” 
–  Friedrich Nietzsche

Check out more of Anjel’s reflec-
tions and photography on her blog, 
https://anjelarticulated.com! You 
can also watch vlogs of Anecia’s 
experiences by searching ‘Necee’ 
on YouTube!

Photo by James Foster
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Here’s what it’d be like if our very own Gary Lau - an avid ob-
server of the the Indian politcal scene - tried his hand at the 
game of Indian politics... 

13
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                                    I doubt a more perfect pair of lines exist. 
                  There’s just no way. These lines are magnificent, 
but alas, I’m the only one amazed. Let’s add the little stripes. 
NO, NO, NO. Why can’t I get this right?! They’re either too far
 apart, too thick, or not parallel. Way to ruin the lines you awful stripes. Moving on. I have no idea what shape this is. 
One more time. Actually, one more time. There. FLOWERS!!! Circle, then dot, dot, dot, and dot. Repeat. Y’all are so 
cute. But then again, dots are easy. Leaves. That’s a challenge. Squeeze and quickly drag. Oh yeah! It’s all in the wrist. 
Time to do the fingers. Hmmm, I wonder what I’ll have for dinner tonight? Rice and what else? Ugh, I’m hungry. And 
these spirals aren’t making it easy to finish. Anyway, more leaves...right...here. Voila! Pinterest inspired (but far from 
pinterest worthy) henna.

HENNA
Thoughts during

From the mind of 
 Daniela Duron Garcia

Yesssss! 
We’re finally going to
 work with actual henna. Doing the designs in           
    pen just isn’t the same.Ooooooh I better            
     hurry up because Hannah, Lynzi, and    
      James are all ahead of me. 
        Wait, how am I supposed to hold this?       
         OOPS. 
         Squeezed a little too hard. But the paste 
           won’t come out if I lower my grip. 

                                            Why does it seem so easy on Dev’s 
                     instagram account (@hennabydev)? Okay, I’m 
starting to get the hang of this. LOL JK. That is sooo not a 
mango. Maybe the lines won’t be so hard. Nope. They are 
extremely hard. UGH. I’ve never hated 180° so much. Patience, 
Daniela, patience. Okay,  just fill in this last block...and I’m 
done. Well, it’s not that bad. You know, if you squeeze your eyes 
a little--or a lot.

Another mango?! Okay, 
            you can do this. 
                  Steady. 
            Steady now. 
          Just finish the loop  
              and...there! 
            Not. So. Bad. 
        If I do say so myself.  
       If I do say so myself. 
      If I do say so myself.  
     DRUNK IN LOOOVEE
    Wait, we have to trace it? 
   Here goes nothing.  

I guess I can live with that. What’s next? Dots and then 
two circles. Got it. Yeah, I’m getting it.  Oh, no I’m 
not. What do you mean my circles are too far apart? 
How in the world am I supposed to make them closer 
together? Maybe if I angle my hand like--nope, that’s 
uncomfortable. Hmm. There has to be a better way. 
Perhaps if I tilt the cone like this? Somewhat better. 
Whatever, I already messed this part up anyway. Finish 
and move on. So now we do squiggles? That’s easy!! No 
way can I mess this up. But of course, I’d jinx myself. 
Why does it smear so easily? Stooooppppp. Please 
don’t smear. Ow. This hurts. Who knew henna could 
be painful? Endure just a little longer. We’re at the pin-
ky! Inch the squiggle just a tiny bit more... oh wow, this 
is actually decent. Now, back to Beyonce.

Pinterest henna? I don’t think I’m ready  
  for this. I mean, I guess that looks simple 
   enough. One step at a time. Wait, why  
     can’t I start at the fingers? Mhm. Makes 
      sense. You want the pretty main thing 
         to be the darkest.
         Note to self. Fingers last. 
               Start with the lines. 
                         Boom. 
                          Wow. 
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Student Projects!
Many of the CIEE students are cultivating creative proj-
ects to archive their time here in India. Check them out 
online using the web addresses below!
James’ blog: https://hydertales.wordpress.com/

Anjel’s blog: https://anjelarticulated.com/

Anecia’s YouTube channel: Necee E.
Anecia’s Snapchat: @aneciae 

Lynzi’s India Instagram account: @lynzigoestoindia

Thanks for reading! 


